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Uncovering the RCS Opportunity

Why does RCS matter?
RCS converges the power and effectiveness of SMS, the engagement of WhatsApp, and the richness 
of apps – wrapped up in a single platform. It has the power to revolutionise the way brands interact 
with their customers by moving communication beyond a series of mostly one-way messages, to a 
multi-layered, personalised, consensual exchange. RCS delivers a superior experience for customers, 
and a bug-free, single platform investment for brands, with no need to develop separate apps for 
different products. But whether it will surpass, let alone, replace existing platforms like WhatsApp, 
WeChat, LINE, Viber, iMessage to name a few, remains to be seen. 

Who is using RCS?
Brands and mobile industry vendors are starting to take RCS very seriously. Google and the GSMA 
are leading the charge, with some of the world’s largest mobile operators jumping on board, 
including Vodafone, China Mobile, Deutsche Telekom, T-Mobile, Verizon Wireless, and Sprint. 

Big brands like ITV, Bayern Munich, Virgin Trains, and Subway, are involved with trials of RCS and 
are already seeing engagement rates improve 20x compared to SMS. 

What challenges does RCS present for brands? 
However, brands are struggling to create an RCS strategy with a defined pathway to 
implementation and robust pricing model. This is largely because is a lack of data and case 
studies on a global, and national level on which to base a strategy and pricing model, and 
that’s where Mobilesquared can help. 

Mobilesquared’s RCS expertise
Mobilesquared is uniquely placed to provide intelligence on the 
emerging RCS opportunity. We are deeply embedded in the 
messaging community, and have become recognised as the go-
to resource for data and insight on all-things messaging, having 
researched the space since 2008. In fact, we’re the analysts 
behind perhaps the most quoted stat in mobile messaging (“90% 
of SMS’s are read within 3 minutes”), and have published two major 
reports on the A2P SMS Market, the latest of which contains over 
3.7 million data points and includes five-year A2P SMS forecasts for 
200 global markets, including the projected impact of RCS on SMS 
revenues, to 2022. 

Additionally, we recently presented our forecasts on the impact of 
RCS on the A2P SMS messaging market at both SMS World 2017, at 
GSMA Messaging Labs, and Mobile World Congress 2018. We work 
in partnership with the Mobile Ecosystem Forum (MEF) to deliver 
insight to their global Messaging Group members. 

In short, we are also 
the only research 
company actively 
involved in the 
RCS community, 
speaking at and 
attending RCS 
events, and weighing 
in on the debates 
which are shaping 
the market.



Mobilesquared’s RCS solutions

Following on from our extensive research on the global A2P SMS messaging market, we have 
now completed the largest piece of research on the RCS market to date, encompassing 
consumer, enterprise and industry research, to give a clear view of the global RCS 
opportunity for the very first time, at a national level, for 200 global markets.

As the output of this research, we are now offering the following resources to clients wanting 
to get to grips with their RCS strategy:

• RCS Databook + Report: Global RCS forecasts by country, 2018-2023, covering 200 markets  
 - dependent on RCS rollout (published June 2018)
 Interactive RCS Databook, all of the above, but with the capability for you to input your  
 market data into our forecast model (published June 2018)

• RCS Actual User Tracker: an online tool tracking RCS actual user growth in 50 key markets,  
 split out by RCS specification (up to Universal Profile 1.0, and Universal Profile 2.0 and  
 beyond) (live from June 2018)

• RCS Strategy Workshop: A half-day by invitation only conference event, open to  
 brands, mobile network operators, aggregators and any companies involved in the  
 engagement ecosystem. Delivering an overview of the RCS opportunity and a roadmap  
 to implementation (London, UK, 24th October 2018)

• RCS Country Workshops: A one-day, behind-closed-doors workshop available for sole  
 sponsorship by mobile vendors, delivering an RCS deployment strategy for companies in  
 attendance, based on national market data and analysis from Mobilesquared, allied with  
 an RCS industry expert.



Databook Report: Global RCS forecasts by country, 2018-2023. 

Published June 2018
Our Databook forecasts to include the following covering 200 countries/650 mobile operators – 
based on mobile operators that have/will launch RCS during the forecast period.

• MNO RCS launches / launch dates
• RCS user forecasts
• RCS users by device OS/RCS spec.
 - Android - Blackbird
 - Android - Crane
 - Android - Universal Profile
 - Apple
• Impact of Apple on RCS
• The role of SMS
 - Potential
 - Threat
 - Fall-back

• RCS traffic
 - Event
 - Promotion & marketing
 - Possible other (alerts, 2FA etc)
 - Session (A2P/P2A)
 - peer-to-peer
• Pricing: Commercial Model
 - Event
 - Session
 - Access
 - Revenue share
• Revenue Projections
• Consumer behaviour
• Interaction + conversion

The accompanying RCS report 
will include:

• Top-level insights by region
• In-depth analysis of market  
 (industry, enterprise/brand/agency)  
 research
• Key Ecosystem Players + RCS value chain
• Google’s role in RCS
• The Road to RCS deployment: How to  
 deploy RCS and maximise effectiveness

We will also release an interactive 
RCS Databook version, that 
will allow clients to input their 
own data to create internal 
bespoke forecasts based on the 
Mobilesquared forecast model. 

Price: from £2,995 (+ VAT)



RCS Actual User Tracker* 

RCS Strategy Workshop, 24th October 2018, London

Based on actual device data, this unique tool will track month-on-month RCS user growth in the 
key markets where RCS has been commercially launched. The Tracker will add new markets as 
they come online. The RCS Actual User Tracker will provide key data on the following and will 
provide actionable data on the size of the RCS user base per country:

• Total devices in market
• Total RCS actual users
• Total RCS actual users split out by RCS specification – Crane, BlackBird,  
 or Universal Profile 1.0, and Universal Profile 2.0 and future specifications
• Total RCS actual users as a % of total smartphones/total devices

Subscription cost: £tbc
*Name subject to change

A half-day event, open to 60 delegates from across the mobile engagement ecosystem. 
Mobilesquared has partnered with the Mobile Ecosystem Forum, to deliver an agenda that will 
explore what the RCS opportunity means for MNOs, brands and aggregators, and how they 
can implement a robust RCS strategy. 
Topics to be explored**:

• Is RCS here yet? Relies on operator support to reach critical mass.  
 Timescales to readiness vary by market.
• More new customers. The increased reach and customer engagement possibilities that  
 RCS will open up. New networks will help brands reach many more customers. 
• The impact of OTT.  Why advertisers will look to move mobile ad budgets into RCS. 
• Revenue uplift of RCS vs SMS. How much increased revenue can operators drive by using  
 an RCS platform, looking at messaging volumes.
• Pricing. Cost of message, structure of session, plus rev share opportunity.  
 Plus, who will dictate pricing? (operators).
• Deliverables. Carousels, push (event), conversation (session)
• Impact of bots + AI
• Security & threat of fraud. How can RCS remain free from grey traffic and spam
• Apps. Is RCS also effectively the evolution of apps, as well as SMS?
• Steps to implementation of RCS. How do you build an RCS presence.  
 How to get an RCS opt in (co-opted in to SMS? Or a new channel?  
 What’s the impact of GDPR). Reality check – yes there’s momentum, but operators  
 must support on a wider scale for it to happen, at least 2 or 3 on each market.
**Subject to change

There is no cost to attend the event, attendance is by invitation only.



About Mobilesquared
Mobilesquared is a trusted research partner to some of the biggest companies in mobile, working with 
organisations including; Three UK, O2, Tesco Mobile, Nokia, Qualcomm, Mitel, Textlocal, OpenMarket, 
Nestle, Xerox, MEF and the Phone-paid Services Authority (PSA). We produce reports that create a 
buzz, and forecasts which shape the mobile industry, and are the company behind the most quoted 
stat in mobile marketing, “90% of SMSs are read within 3 minutes”. The Mobilesquared team have been 
analysing the mobile industry since 1997, covering all areas of mobile including; mobile advertising, 
marketing, A2P messaging, OTT, RCS, LTE, broadband, 5G, unified communications, mobile payments, 
premium rate services and mobile technology. Mobilesquared Chief Analyst and Founder, Nick Lane, 
speaks regularly at international mobile conferences and is recognised as one of the leading analysts in 
the messaging space.  

Find out more about Mobilesquared at  
www.mobilesquared.co.uk

RCS Country Workshops

Mobilesquared has teamed up with industry RCS consultants to create an “ALL-YOU-NEED-TO-
KNOW” 1-day workshop on the potential of RCS on a country-by-country basis. The workshop 
has been created around Mobilesquared’s extensive data on RCS in conjunction with RCS 
experts. Our data (based on the above Databook) will outline the RCS opportunity in a 
specific market for mobile operators, aggregators, and enterprise/brands alike.

We are taking the value of the workshop from the theoretical to the real. In partnership with 
our RCS industry expert, we will apply our data and incorporate your strategic needs, or 
vision, then frame and develop real strategies and plans for your country markets. Our mobile 
industry experts have grown start-ups and global enterprises, won global innovation awards, 
and led innovation development to market reality across the globe, as well as serving as an 
RCS strategist for the GSMA.

In our RCS Country Workshops, Mobilesquared goes beyond painting the picture of the RCS 
marketing, to helping your company develop specific objectives, strategies and plans for 
your RCS roll-out.

Price on application.


